Rebuilding KitchenAid Mixer

"What's on the inside - I just did a complete rebuild" 2009-10-27
By JG (FL, USA)
Hello everyone. I purchased this mixer just a few years ago, and I just had to do a COMPLETE tear
down and rebuild. Yes, it has all metal gears and metal bearings inside. Unfortunately, it also had
(repeat HAD) a plastic housing holding all of that metal gearing in place. Yikes. Bad. When I got a
little aggressive with the grinder attachment, the 475 watt motor was strong enough to destroy three
steel gears and the plastic gear housing that once held it all in place. Fortunately, the mixer is VERY
easy to dissasemble and repair, although it took me four evenings of work to assess the damage,
clean, and reassemble. I have replaced ALL the gears and bearings with newer versions that you
can find online. All the parts I ordered were very reasonably priced ($3 - $18), labelled made in the
USA, genuine Whirlpool, and many appear to be upgraded, ESPECIALLY the all metal gear housing
complete with cooling fins. Awesome. Total price to replace all of the gears and bearings, including
the whole planetary assembly was $110.00. That's much less than a new one, and I have all the
latest improved parts. This time I know it is done right. I was VERY disappointed to find upon
dissasembly that NO grease had been placed in the top bearing. It was running dry since the day it
was new, and it was scored. Due to poor lubrication, all the other bearings had worn, and the gears
were meshing loosely. The orbital planetary assembly also had no grease in its sleeve where the
beater attaches, and the sleeve bearing and was worn. A lot of the grease in the plastic gear
housing was hardened and not doing its job any more. Dissasembly was very disappointing. I say
SHAME on KitchenAid for advertising it as all metal gearing and then not lubricating those bearings
and then using a plastic housing to hold it all in place. The new parts and the overhauled mixer are
very pleasing. I now own the best. Tips: Parts and diagrams are available online. Shop for low parts
prices, which vary by 500%. You will need a special pin-spanning tool two remove two very strong
"c" clips and I recommend a square-point drive screwdriver. Special grease that is USDA approved
"H-1" for food preparation use is available online or locally. I bought Super Lube brand at my local
hardware store for a few bucks. Be sure to remove ALL of the old grease. ALL of it. Lubricate every
bearing twice during assembly to make sure it has grease completely coating the inside of the
bearing. If you buy a new planetary assembly, (why not do it all at once so you never have to do it
again) take the "c" clip off and grease the beater drive shaft. The bottom bearing for the main shaft is
pressed into the mixer housing, but it can be pulled out gently with a large pair of pliers. The new
bottom bearing should be very gently tapped into place with a hammer - I padded my hammer with
about 10 layers of paper tape to protect the bearing - go slowly and gently. It went right in. The motor
still is very loud, with a high pitched whine, but it always has been that way and it is 475 watts, so I
expect some noise. Do yourself a favor - do a little research, find the new parts, get the "c" clip tool,
and rebuild yours with all the new parts. Then and only then can I recommend this mixer.

